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ABSTRACT
Browser extensions have emerged as integrated characteristics in
modern browsers, with the aim to boost the online browsing experi-
ence. Their advantageous position between a user and the Internet
endows them with easy access to the user’s sensitive data, which
has raised mounting privacy concerns from both legislators and ex-
tension users. In this work, we propose an end-to-end approach to
automatically diagnosing the privacy compliance violations among
extensions. It analyzes the compliance of privacy policy versus
regulation requirements and their actual privacy-related practices
during runtime. This approach can serve the extension users, de-
velopers and store operators as an efficient and practical detection
mechanism for privacy compliance violations.

Our approach utilizes the state-of-the-art language processing
model BERT for annotating the policy texts, and a hybrid technique
to analyze an extension’s source code and runtime behavior. To facil-
itate the model training, we construct a corpus named PrivAud-100
which contains 100 manually annotated privacy policies. Our large-
scale diagnostic evaluation reveals that the vast majority of existing
extensions suffer from privacy non-compliance issues. Around 92%
of them have at least one violation of either their privacy policies or
data collection practices. Based on our findings, we further propose
an index to facilitate the filtering and identification of privacy-
incompliant extensions with high accuracy (over 90%). Our work
should raise the awareness of extension users, service providers,
and platform operators, and encourage them to implement solu-
tions toward better privacy compliance. To facilitate future research
in this area, we have released our dataset, corpus and analyzer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Browser extensions (extensions for short hereafter), which are in-
stalled as third-party software modules to enrich the functionalities
of browsers and optimize the user experience, have become a defin-
ing feature for modern browsers. Similar to other user-oriented
applications such as web applications and mobile applications, the
extensions are pivotal gateways connecting end-users and the di-
versified services online, which grant them easy access to sensitive
user data. In particular, the basic and explicit personal identifiable
information (i.e., name, email, address, etc.) and the users’ online
footprints (e.g., the contents they read, watch, click on and share)
could be recorded and utilized to generate fine-grained user profiles.

Accompanied by the data collection and their subsequent han-
dling (i.e., trading, processing, storage, and transfer), privacy con-
cerns are raised by both legislators and Internet users. As a response,
data protection regulations have been actively proposed and im-
plemented around the world, with well-known examples being the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [40] in European Union
(EU), California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [41] in California,
Personal Data Protection Act 2012 (PDPA) [33] in Singapore and
General Personal Data Protection Law (LGPD) [5] in Brazil. They
provide general guidelines including what, when and how user data
can be collected and processed.

Following the regulations, major platforms have enacted towards
user data privacy. For example, Chrome and Firefox require the
developers to provide a clear and concise summary of privacy prac-
tices (e.g., permissions requested and types of data collected) on
each extension’s introduction page, in addition to the full disclosure
of the privacy policy. Unfortunately, such measures are far from
sufficient to guarantee the actual compliance, as there is no reliable
vetting process to ensure consistency from the guidelines to the
extension’s declared privacy policy and its actual practices.

Verifying such end-to-end privacy compliance among extensions
is a sophisticated task. Referencing the relevant efforts in the lit-
erature [17, 20, 27, 45, 48, 50, 51], we have identified at least two
following key challenges in this compliance diagnostic evaluation.

One key challenge is the precise mapping from an extension’s
privacy policy to the regulation requirements and its actual prac-
tices. It spans various aspects including data collection details (e.g.,
fine-grained data types, data collector’s contact details, the purpose
of collection, etc.) and user’s data rights (e.g., right to access, rectify
or erase the collected data). This mapping serves as the basis for
verifying the completeness of user notification information in the
privacy policy and the actual practice consistency at runtime. The
intuitive approach for constructing the mapping is via training a
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natural language processing (NLP) model. Nonetheless, there is an
absence of a well-annotated corpus to comprehensively cover all
the aspects during the model training.

The other key challenge is the efficient and universal approach
to analyzing extensions’ actual privacy-related practices, given
their diversified characteristics (e.g., source file structures, user
interfaces (UIs), DOM structures). The general idea is to extract the
program behavioral information from the source code and runtime
data. However, the commonly used program analysis techniques,
such as those based on data flow and control flow analysis, have
been deemed infeasible for a large-scale diagnostic evaluation [51].
In addition, the heterogeneity among extensions also hinders the
implementation of a generic dynamic testing tool for all extensions.
Ourwork. In this paper, we propose a scalable end-to-end approach
to automatically diagnosing the potential compliance violations
versus the privacy regulations among browser extensions. We aim
to provide an efficient and practical solution to the privacy com-
pliance evaluation tasks for extension users, developers and store
operators. In particular, for users, the proposed approach facilitates
their understanding of privacy policies and provides the compliance
report of an extension before downloading and installation. For de-
velopers, the proposed approach can scan for possible compliance
violations in their new extensions before the release. For store op-
erators, it facilitates the detection of existing compliance violations
from on-shelf extensions, reducing the legal and operational costs.

Our approach consists of two major modules: a policy compli-
ance checker and a practice compliance checker. The former utilizes
a BERT model [9] trained on PrivAud-100, a corpus constructed
in this work that contains 100 annotated privacy policies, to auto-
matically annotate each sentence in a privacy policy. We consider
a richer range of information during this process, including the
regulation-mandated types of information and the finer-grained
data types being collected. By examining the level of label complete-
ness versus the privacy requirements, we quantitatively measure
the privacy policy compliance. The latter module is a hybrid analy-
sis tool that scans the privacy-related components from the source
code (e.g., the API and permission requests) and during the runtime
(e.g., the input fields dynamically generated). Furthermore, we pro-
pose an index to quantitatively measure the extension’s likelihood
to be privacy compliant/incompliant. To understand the privacy
compliance status quo among extensions, we employ our approach
for comprehensive screening against 64,114 extensions available in
the Chrome Extension Store as of April 2022.
Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
on diagnosing privacy compliance violations for browser extensions
at scale. Our study reveals the prevalent poor privacy compliance
from both privacy policies given by the developers and the actual
extension practices in the runtime. In summary, this work mainly
contributes to the following aspects.

• A fully-automated approach.Wedevelop a fully-automated
diagnostic approach for privacy compliance violations in
browser extensions. It first annotates the privacy policy of
extensions and reports the missing notification information
required by GDPR. Then, it proceeds to analyze the privacy
practices of an extension and flag those violating the decla-
rations in the privacy policy.

• A systematic large-scale study. We investigate the status
quo of extension privacy compliance by employing the pro-
posed diagnostic approach to the extensions in our newly
collected comprehensive dataset. We further propose an in-
dex to facilitate detecting privacy-incompliant extensions,
which achieves a high accuracy of over 90%.
• Practical Results. We have collected and assembled the
most comprehensive Chrome extension dataset, containing
a total of 64,114 extensions. To facilitate annotating a wider
range of information from privacy policy texts compared to
the existing works [24, 51], we construct the corpus PrivAud-
100 which contains 100 manually labeled privacy policies.
Through our analysis, we reveal a shocking fact that only
around 8% of the extensions are fully privacy compliant. We
also identify prevalent discrepancies among privacy regula-
tions, privacy policies, and practices for the vast majority of
the extensions.

We release the Chrome extension dataset [7] and open source
our analyzer [7] to facilitate future research in this area.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 GDPR
GDPR has been enforced sinceMay 2018 in the EU and the European
Economic Area (EEA), superseding the Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC [1]. GDPR contains 11 chapters and 99 articles that reg-
ulate the data collection, usage, sharing, security, and processing
practices of the data controllers (e.g., organizations), protecting
data subjects (e.g., individual consumers) residing in the EU and
EEA regardless of the location of the data controllers. In particular,
Article 13 details the information that has to be provided to the data
subjects once their personal data is collected. As such information
is commonly reflected in the privacy policies, we focus on Article 13
and use the requirements extracted from it [24] to empower further
analyses and detection of the GDPR violations from the extensions
developed by data controllers.

2.2 Privacy Policy and Privacy Practice
Summary (PPS)

A service operator (e.g., a website or software) is required to pro-
vide users with a privacy policy as a statement or legal document,
notifying the consumer data practices such as data collection, han-
dling, and processing. To further complement the privacy policy,
major browser extension platforms further request developers to
provide extra information regarding their actual runtime behaviors.
In particular, the privacy practice summary (PPS) page mandated
by Chrome Extension Store lists the detailed data collection prac-
tices. For example, the extension InsertLearning [11] declares to
collect various personally identifiable information, such as device
information and user activity, as shown in Figure 1. At the same
time, this extension also declares the limited use of the collected
data by stating that the collected user data will not be sold to third
parties, be used outside the core function of this extension, or be
used for lending purposes.
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Figure 1: Privacy Practices of InsertLearning on Chrome
Extension Store

2.3 Behavior-related Extension Features
Before we can analyze the actual privacy practices, we briefly in-
troduce the two key categories of behavior-related features in ex-
tensions.
Requested Permissions and API Usage. Extensions are com-
monly archived into a crx or xpi file, inside which the source files
such as HTML, JavaScript, JSON, and local images are organized
in a similar way to a web application. In particular, the requested
permissions listed in the manifest.json file determine an extension’s
capability to access and handle the user data. For example, the
Storage permission enables storing, retrieving, and tracking of
changes to a user’s data. Furthermore, API calls granted under cer-
tain permission reveal finer-grained information on the actions
or functions performed. For example, the chrome.storage.local
stores the user data into the LocalStorage. Thus, they serve as a
critical indicator of the extension’s privacy practices.
HTML and DOM Features. The execution and functionality of
each extension are detailed in the JavaScript source code. Due
to the dynamically rendered contents and heterogeneity among
the source code, analyzing and identifying a particular element
(e.g., a privacy-relevant element) of an extension using traditional
static analysis (e.g., control flow and data flow analysis) becomes
complicated and ineffective. As an alternative, the Document Object
Model (DOM) tree of a dynamically generated HTML file provides
an accurate hierarchical representation of the available objects on
the extension interface, allowing us to directly query those related
to the extension’s privacy practices.

3 DIAGNOSING VIOLATIONS IN PRIVACY
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

3.1 Problem Formalization
Privacy Requirements. Based on the clauses stated in the GDPR
Article 13, the data controllers must satisfy the minimum privacy
requirements Υ = {𝑅1, 𝑅2, · · · , 𝑅 𝑗 } once they collect the user data,

Table 1: Privacy Notification Information Categories Ex-
tracted from GDPR Article 13 [23]

Privacy Notification Explanation

Data collection (DC) Provide accurate categories of personal identifiable
information collected from data subjects

Data retention (DR) Retention period of the collected data
Data usage (DU) Purpose of data processing and usage in the products and services

Contact information (CI) Provide contact details of the controller or the data protection officer

Data subjects rights(DSR) Rights to access, rectify or erase, restrict of processing,
object to processing, data portability and lodge complaints

Table 2: Data Types Collected in Privacy Practices

Data Types Explanation

Personal information (PI) Personal identifiable and authentication information,
and user-specific files saved to the browser storage

Activity information (AI) User browsing-related data
Device information (DI) Hardware runtime status data of the user device

where 𝑅𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗) denotes a label representing a type of privacy
notification information to the data subjects. We use a minimum
set of required information in this paper, as listed in Table 1.

When the labelDC is in a privacy policy, the data controller must
provide the specific personal data typesΔ = {𝐷1, 𝐷2, · · · , 𝐷𝑘 } being
collected during the extension usage, where 𝐷𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘) denotes
a type of personal data. The full list of data types is summarized in
Table 2.
Privacy Policies and Practices. Given an extension, the data
subject notification information in its privacy policy is abstracted
as Π = {𝑁1, 𝑁2, · · · , 𝑁𝑝 }, and the actual data collection practices
are abstracted as Γ = {𝑃1, 𝑃2, · · · , 𝑃𝑞}. In particular, Π ⊆ Υ, and
Γ ⊆ Δ.
Problem Statement. The privacy compliance diagnostic evalua-
tion can be defined as the verification:
• For policies: check if Π = Υ
• For practices: when the label "DC"∈ Π, check if Γ = Δ

Intuitively, we aim to analyze the comprehensiveness of elements
in set Π versus those in set Υ (i.e., privacy policy compliance), and
the comprehensiveness of elements in set Γ extracted from each
extension versus those in set Π (i.e., privacy practice compliance).
Note that we focus on the data collection practices as other aspects
in data management (e.g., data retention and data subject rights) are
conducted on the service provider end, which is not directly relevant
to the extension’s behaviors. We will include more discussion on
this issue in Section 6.

3.2 A Sample Diagnostic Evaluation
Based on our problem definition, we use the extension InserLearning
as an example to illustrate the highlighted aspects of our evaluation.
We further provide two detailed examples in our online reposi-
tory [7]: one is privacy compliant and the other is incompliant (or
partially compliant).
Privacy Policy Compliance. We first read the complete privacy
policy provided by the developer (available at the privacy policy link
in Figure 1). Then, we manually annotate each sentence based on
its semantics related to the privacy notification category in Table 1,
and consult experts from law school to ensure the annotation cor-
rectness. By aggregating the labels for all the sentences, we derive
the summarized privacy policy Π𝐼𝐿 :
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Figure 2: Personal Identifiable Information Collected by Ex-
tension InserLearning

K = ({
tabsOnly: Oe

}) => new Promise(V => {
chrome.desktopCapture.chooseDesktopMedia(Oe ? 

["tab"] : ["screen", "window", "tab"], V)
}),

Object(T.a)() && chrome.cookies.getAll({
domain: X.i,
name: B.d

}, et => {…}

function(granted) {
if (granted) {

chrome.identity.getAuthToken({interactive: 
request.interactive, scopes: request.scopes }, 
sendResponse);

}
else { sendResponse();}

}

Authentication
Information

(PI)

Cookies
(AI)

Website Content
(AI)

Figure 3: An example of the projection from Chrome APIs to
private user data collection, from extension InserLearning

Π𝐼𝐿={DC, DU, CI}

We find that InserLearning fails to provide information on data
retention and user rights. In addition, we also notice the discrep-
ancies between the declared information from its PPS page (i.e., 4
types of personal data as listed in Figure 1) and that in its privacy
policy (i.e., only 1 type of personal data as highlighted in Figure 2).
Privacy Practice Compliance. We examine the source code of
the extension, identify the data collection behaviors, and compare
them with those declared in the privacy policy. In particular, we
focus on the data collection practices.

We manually inspect the following two types of information.
First, we check the Chrome API calls as they directly implement
the functionality of an extension, which consequently determines
its data collection practices. As shown in Figure 3, we discover
them by string matching function names starting with “chrome”.
From them, we can infer the collected personal data. For example,
the chrome.cookies.getAll suggest the access and collection of
the user cookies in the browser. Second, we record the HTML
files dynamically generated after clicking each button on the UI,
and search for user input-related HTML tags (e.g., <input>) to
identify the types of collected user data based on their attributes
(e.g., placeholder), as shown in Figure 4. In this way, we can
efficiently extract the user input data without the complication of
constructing the control flow and data flow information.

We find that InserLearning collects more user data in practice
compared to that in the privacy policy. For example, the information
on financial payments (e.g., credit card number, expiry date, and
CVC code) and user authentication. Meanwhile, we also notice
an “over-claim” of the collected data compared to declarations on
the PPS page where the location information is declared but not
collected.

<div class="payment-input fa fa-user-o">
<input type="text" class="payment-cc-

name" placeholder="Name" name="name" />
</div>
<div class="payment-input fa fa-envelope-o” >

<input type="email" class="payment-cc-
email" placeholder="Email" name="email" />
</div>
<div class="payment-input fa fa-credit-card">

<input type="tel" class="payment-cc-num" 
placeholder="Card Number" />
</div>
<div class="payment-input fa fa-calendar-o” >

<input type="tel" class="payment-cc-exp" 
placeholder="MM / YY" />
</div>
<div class="payment-input fa fa-lock">
<input type="tel" class="payment-cc-cvc" 
autocomplete="off" placeholder="CVC" />
</div>

Financial and 
Payment Information

(PI)

Personal Identifiable 
Information

(PI)
Personal 

Communications
(PI)

Figure 4: An example of the projection from HTML tags to
private user data collection, from extension InserLearning

Policy Processing

Policy Annotation

Abstracted  
policy

Static Analysis

API & Permission

Dynamic Analysis

HTML DOM

Personal Data
Collected

Regulation  
Requirement

Privacy 
Practice Summary

Policy Analysis Code Analysis

Policy 
Compliance 

practice 
Compliance 

Figure 5: Methodology Overview

3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Methodology Overview. To expedite the diagnostic evalua-
tion following our manual inspection, we propose a fully automatic
analysis approach, leveraging techniques of NLP and hybrid pro-
gram analysis. The working flow of our approach is illustrated in
Figure 5, which consists of two modules: (1) A privacy policy
compliance checker. This module extracts a set of user notifica-
tion information from the sentences of a privacy policy text, and
compares this set with that mandated by the privacy regulations.
(2) A privacy practice compliance checker. This module uti-
lizes the hybrid code analysis to capture the privacy-centric data
collection practices of an extension, focusing on API usage and
user-oriented functionalities. As a part of our comprehensive eval-
uation, we also check the platform-mandated declarations on the
PPS pages declared by the developers (marked as grey arrows in
Figure 5).
Challenges. To implement our approach, we have identified the
following three key challenges:
• Challenge#1. There is a lack of a privacy policy corpus that
is comprehensively annotated to facilitate the end-to-end
privacy compliance diagnostic evaluation. It should cover
the notification information types required by GDPR and the
detailed data types collected by the actual privacy practices.
The existing corpora in the literature only contain partial
information types we target.
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• Challenge#2. There is a lack of an effective method to an-
notate the privacy policies for the diagnostic evaluation at
scale. Given that existing works utilize NLP models trained
on specific corpora, we find it necessary to leverage state-
of-the-art algorithms to implement and optimize our own
model for the annotation task.
• Challenge#3. There is a lack of a lightweight method to
analyze the data collection practices from extensions at scale.
The widely-used program analysis techniques in the litera-
ture (e.g., control flow analyses) are regarded as infeasible
for a large-scale study due to their complexity.

3.3.2 Corpus PrivAud-100 (Solution to Challenge#1). We construct
our corpus PrivAud-100 which consists of 100 randomly selected
privacy policies from Chrome extensions. We first preprocess them
into sentences. In more detail, we use BeautifulSoup4 [4] to ex-
tract text strings from the HTML files on the privacy policy web
pages. Then, we remove the non-ASCII symbols and use regular
expression pattern matching to further split the policy into single
sentences. After preprocessing, we produce a .tsv file where each
row contains one policy sentence, a privacy policy ID, and a label
denoting the sentence category. The default label for each sentence
is assigned as Other Info. During the manual annotation process, a
new label will be re-assigned to a sentence once it contains target
information.

The manual annotation is conducted by two of the co-authors
who carefully check the content and context of each sentence based
on their understanding. They both have research and education
backgrounds related to privacy regulations. We use the Percent
Agreement [16] to measure the inter-rater reliability between them,
which shows a high agreement (0.96) on all the sentences annotated.
For the 4% sentences with label disagreements, we consult an expert
from law school to reach a consensus. During the consultation, we
also randomly sample 3% of the sentences to confirm the correctness
of the agreed labels. Among them, we find no mislabeled sentences.

Note that we adopt a more comprehensive set of labeling rules
compared to the existing works [24, 51], as we aim to check both
the policy and practice compliance. In particular, we check the pol-
icy compliance with labels listed in Table 1. Meanwhile, we label
the fine-grained types of user data once they are collected by an
extension (i.e., the labelDC is set in the privacy policy), as shown in
Table 2. We specifically consider personal information (e.g., name,
address, date of birth, financial information), user activity informa-
tion (e.g., content browsed, location), and device information (e.g.,
CPU runtime status). Our corpus is available in the repository [7].

3.3.3 Privacy Policy Compliance Checker (Solution to Challenge#2).
The general idea is to train a classification model on our corpus
PrivAud-100, and use its prediction results to annotate the text in
a privacy policy. It is regarded as privacy-compliant if all types of
notification information required by GDPR are present.

To this end, we train and select a suitable classifier from three
machine learning algorithms commonly used in NLP tasks includ-
ing SVM [8], Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [15], and BERT [9],
using our corpus PrivAud-100 as ground truth. We utilize the best-
performing trained classifier to predict the labels of the rest prepro-
cessed sentences, and check the label completeness for each privacy
policy versus Table 1. To further evaluate the robustness of our

Table 3: Label Mappings

Corpus New Labels Original Labels

Liu2021

DC Collect personal information
DR Data retention
DU Data processing purpose
CI Contact details

DSR Right to access, to rectify/erase, to restrict/object to
processing, to data portability, to lodge a complaint

APP-350

PI

Contact: address book, city, email, phone number,
postal address, ZIP

Authentication: SSO identifier
Demographic: age, gender

AI Cookie or similar tech

DI
Identifier: device ID, IMEI, IMSI, IP address, MAC,

mobile carrier, SIM serial, SSID BSSID,
Location: Bluetooth, cell tower, GPS, IP address, WiFi

models, we utilize the available corpora in the literature [24, 51]
that partially cover the labels in PrivAud-100. More specifically,
we create a mapping table (i.e., Table 3) to transform labels of the
corpora into those used in PrivAud-100. In this way, we can use the
corpus [24] to test the prediction results for the notification types
(e.g., “Data retention”, “Contact details”, etc.), and use the corpus
APP-350 [51] to test the prediction results for the fine-grained data
types to be collected (“Address”, “Cookies”, etc.). We will detail the
evaluation in Section 5.

3.3.4 Hybrid Source Code Analysis (Solution to Challenge#3). Con-
sidering the complexity of the commonly-used control flow and
data flow analysis techniques on source code, we resort to a light-
weight hybrid analysis to efficiently identify data collection prac-
tices from extensions on a large scale. To be consistent with the
data types targeted in the policy analysis, we focus on the same
types of user-related data listed in Table 2.
Static JavaScript code analysis. To identify Chrome APIs related
to data collection practices, we mainly check their types and usage
in the static analysis. First, we convert all the JavaScript files into
Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) using esprima [10], which provide
a clearer view of the function semantics and its usage compared
to the plain source code. Second, we extract the API calls using
keywords and pattern matching while traversing through the ASTs
based on Algorithm 1. Intuitively, we first find the nodes with the
name chrome through depth-first search (DFS). Then, we locate
the boundary of the API call by repetitively traversing back to the
parent nodes until one with the type CallExpression is reached.
We collect the nodes’ property names along the way to determine
the personal data types. Third, based on the function argument
semantics derived from the ASTs and the chrome browser offi-
cial documents, we correlate the API usage to specific user data
access/collection, as listed in Table 4.
Dynamic HTML pages analysis. To efficiently and precisely
identify data collection practices during extension runtime, we
focus on the HTML code components related to user data inputs
(e.g., login credentials) and user operations (e.g., click a button).

First, we implement a tool based on Selenium [37] to dynamically
simulates the user interactions with an extension. Utilizing it, we
can automate the HTML file collection process. In more detail, the
tool will sequentially install the downloaded extensions from our
dataset. After each installation, it launches the extensions, scans
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Algorithm 1: AST Query
1 ExtractChromeAPI (𝑇 );
Input :𝑇 : the AST object list in DFS sequence of a JS file;

𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 : the node in the AST object
Output :𝑆 : the set of used chrome API and API’s input

arguments
2 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡

3 foreach 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∈ 𝑇 − 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 do
4 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛.𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ(𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒)
5 // maintain a parent nodes stack
6 if 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 is "chrome" then
7 𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 ← 𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙

8 while 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 ≠ ∅ do
9 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛.𝑝𝑜𝑝 ()

10 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠.𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ(𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒)
11 if 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 is "CallExpression" then
12 𝑆.𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
13 break // find the API in this branch
14 else if 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 is "MemberExpression"

then
15 𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 +=

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦.𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒

16 //joint the intermediate function
17 else
18 break // unqualified
19 end
20 end
21 push 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 back to 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛
22 end
23 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒

24 end
25 return 𝑆

Table 4: Privacy-related chrome browser APIs

Data Types Chrome API

PI chrome.fileBrowserHandler, chrome.storage
chrome.identity, chrome.privacy

AI

chrome.accessbilityfeatures, chrome.browsingdata,
chrome.contentSettings, chrome.declarativeNetRequest,
chrome.desktopCapture,chrome.devtools, chrome.history,
chrome.permissions, chrome.scripting, chrome.cookies

DI chrome.enterprise,chrome.instanceID, chrome.power,
chrome.proxy,chrome.runtime,chrome.system

for user-interactive items (e.g., buttons, checkboxes) on the UI, and
sequentially interacts with them to simulate the usage scenario
from a user. Specifically, the Register button click will reveal the
user input data fields for most of the personal information to be
collected by the extension, as shown in Figure 4. Meanwhile, it
records all the dynamically generated HTML files accompanied by
the interactions.

Next, we parse the HTML Document Object Model (DOM) trees
following Algorithm 2 and extract the elements related to user in-
puts and operations (e.g., user input fields after clicking the Register
button). Intuitively, the algorithm traverses through the DOM tree

Algorithm 2: DOM Tree Query
1 ExtractDOMElement (𝐷);
Input :𝐷𝑇 : the DOM tree element list of a HTML file
Output :𝑆 : the set of input related tags with attributes;

𝑃𝐷 : private data collected in the HTML file
2 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐸𝑙𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 ← privacy-related DOM element names
3 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 ← mapper from keywords to data types
4 foreach 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∈ 𝐷𝑇 do
5 if 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 .name ∈ 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐸𝑙𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 then
6 𝑆.𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ(𝑡𝑎𝑔.𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑡𝑎𝑔.𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 )
7 foreach 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟 ∈ 𝑡𝑎𝑔.𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠.𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 do
8 if 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟 ∈𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 .𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑠 then
9 𝑃𝐷.𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ(𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 [𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟 ])

10 end
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 return 𝑆 , 𝑃𝐷

Table 5: Privacy-related HTML tags

Data Types Tags
User Inputs <input>, <fieldset>, <form>, <textarea>

User Operations <button>, <select>, <optgroup>, <option>, <datalist>

Table 6: Keywords List for DOM Tree Analysis

Data Types Subtype Keywords

PI

basic info name, age, phone, email, id, account, password,
pass word, pwd, seed phrases, backup words

health info symptom
payment info card number, CVV, expiry date

location info city, country, postal code, door number,
street, building, community

user document upload, submit, select file, access files
DI device info mac address, ip address, device id
AI user activity privacy, accessibility, history, setting, preference

by breadth-first search (BFS). If a node’s tag name is in the target
element list as shown in Table 5, we will record this node and its
attributes. After parsing the HTML files, we correlate each element
to a certain data type by string matching their names against our
summarized keywords list in Table 6. For efficiency concerns, we
only traverse through the shallow layers (i.e., the first two layers)
of an extension’s UIs. We have conducted a validity study on this in
Section 5.2.2 and further discuss its threat to validity in Section 6.

4 DATA COLLECTION
Before applying the proposed privacy compliance diagnostic ap-
proach, we first construct a comprehensive dataset of the extensions
together with their privacy policies, as there is none to be reused
for this study.
A Comprehensive Extension List. We target the Chrome exten-
sions which cover around 80% of the global web browser market
share in 2022 [14]. Considering the absence of official APIs for
efficiently discovering the full list of extensions under each cate-
gory, we start with the Chrome extension names from a dataset
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collected in 2021 [22] and use each of them as a set of keywords to
further expand the search in the Chrome Extension Store. We keep
the top 20 results under each search and aggregate the final lists
by removing the duplicated items. We manage to obtain a total of
64,114 names of extensions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
most comprehensive list, if not complete, for Chrome extensions
collected from 2022.
Collection Methodology. To collect the source code and the pri-
vacy policies of the extensions from our list, we deploy our crawler
on one Ubuntu 18.04 virtual machine equipped with two Xeon Sil-
ver 4108 CPUs, 128 GB RAM, and 960 GB storage. To speed up the
collection, we utilize 20 threads in the crawler. We manage to com-
plete a round of collection within 42 hours, which renders it feasible
for real-time monitoring on a regular basis. For the source code, we
have successfully crawled from all of the 64,114 extensions, with a
total of 163 GB data. For the privacy policies, we have collected from
20,761 Chrome extensions, due to the prevalent absence of privacy
policy URLs. This indicates the poor privacy policy compliance
among browser extensions, which we will detail in Section 5.

5 EVALUATION
After collecting the source code and privacy policy files, we pro-
ceed to examine their privacy compliance against GDPR using the
methodology detailed in Section 3. Our investigation targets the
following three research questions (RQs).

RQ1. What is the effectiveness of our methodology? This
research question aims to understand the accuracy and robustness
of our approach.

RQ2. What is the state of privacy compliance of exten-
sions? This research question aims to measure the degree of end-
to-end privacy compliance in the ecosystem of Chrome extensions,
focusing on both privacy policy and privacy practice compliance.

RQ3. What are the features of the privacy (in)compliant
extensions? This research question aims to identify the character-
istics that can be utilized to further flag extensions that have a high
risk of privacy incompliance.

5.1 RQ1. Analysis Effectiveness
Based on the technical characteristics of our approach: (1) the pri-
vacy policy analysis effectiveness hinges on factors such as the
choice of learning algorithms and the quality of corpus for train-
ing; (2) the code analysis effectiveness is deterministic based on
the identified API/permission and the captured HTML files. We
thus focus on the privacy policy analysis module in this research
question, and discuss the limitations of code analysis in Section 6.

We first train a classifier for natural language sentences using our
corpus PrivAud-100. To evaluate the accuracy and the robustness of
our trained classifier, we utilize the existing corpora constructed for
privacy policy analysis among mobile applications in the literature,
Liu2021 [24] and APP-350 [51]. This is based on the consideration
that the privacy policies from the same service provider usually
remain the same for applications across various platforms such as
those for mobile applications and browser extensions.

Experimental Settings. To select the most suitable classifier
with the best sentence annotation performance, we apply three

Table 7: Parameter Search Ranges and Final Values

Parameters Search Ranges Final Tuned Values

Max Input Data Dimension [32,64,128,256,512,768, 1024] 768(BERT), 256(BiLSTM)

Optimizer [Adam, Admax, RMSprop] Adam

Learning Rate [3E-5, 3E-4, 5E-4, 1E-4, 5E-3] 5E-3(BERT), 5E-4(BiLSTM)

Training Epochs [10, ..., 100] 40(BERT), 100(BiLSTM)

Batch Size [4, 8, 16, 32, 64,128] 8(BERT), 64(BiLSTM)

Dropout [0.1, ..., 0.9] 0.1(BERT), 0.5(BiLSTM)

algorithms commonly used for the NLP tasks, including SVM, BiL-
STM, and BERT. More specifically, we use the n-gram and TD-IDF
features adopted in the literature [24] for SVM, with TD-IDF values
calculated based on the training data in the PrivAud-100 corpus.
We adopt the GloVe technique [29] to obtain the word vectors for
training and testing in BiLSTM. We utilize the last layer vectorial
output as the sentence representation in BERT. For parameter fine-
tuning, we adopt the linear kernel function and the default settings
for SVM. We follow the standard process [9, 15] to fine-tune the
BiLSTM and BERT parameters. The target parameters, their search
space and final values are listed in Table 7.

When evaluating the classification performance of the two cor-
pora, we test our trained models on them separately based on the
similarity of the classification tasks. As mentioned in Section 3.3,
we first evaluate the notification type classification for sentences in
Liu2021, followed by the data collection type classification for sen-
tences in APP-350. To benchmark the performance in both steps, we
compare the results with that derived from our models, as shown
in Table 8. For an unbiased evaluation, we apply 10-fold cross-
validation on the classifiers. Each corpus is split into 10 folds, with
8 for training, 1 for parameter tuning and optimization, and 1 for
testing. To further reflect the actual performance of each model, we
calculate the average performance over 5 evaluation cycles, mea-
sured by commonly-used metrics including precision, recall, and
F-1 score.

Results. Considering the relatively stable performance across
different labels, we only show the weighted average results for
simple and direct comparison, despite the dominance of the sen-
tences without target information (labeled as Other Info in the
corpora). From the results, we observe that the BERT model trained
on PrivAud-100 corpus yields the best test results across all three
corpora, indicating its high robustness and effectiveness in anno-
tating unseen policy sentences. Similar to the observations made
in the related works [24, 51], the ambiguity in the natural language
sentences results in relatively lower recall and F1 scores compared
to precision.

Quality Analysis on Results. Given the goal of facilitating
the privacy compliance violation diagnosis, our approach with
the achieved classification performance (over 90%) is sufficient in
effectively narrowing down the search space for possible viola-
tions. Meanwhile, we note that manual efforts are still required to
eliminate the false positives and confirm the actual violations. To
obtain insights on causes that hinder a higher accuracy, we fur-
ther examine the misclassified sentences. We identify two major
sources of errors. One is related to poor negation detection where
the model confuses negated and affirmed sentences. For example,
the model labels the sentence “We do not collect personally
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Table 8: Trained Classifier Performance on Three Corpora

Algo Corpus Precision Recall F1

SVM
Liu2021 0.717 0.741 0.725
APP-350 0.674 0.608 0.639

PrivAud-100 0.876 0.810 0.836

BiLSTM
Liu2021 0.710 0.565 0.629
APP-350 0.494 0.466 0.479

PrivAud-100 0.752 0.753 0.745

BERT
Liu2021 0.884 0.797 0.838
APP-350 0.854 0.698 0.768

PrivAud-100 0.910 0.700 0.785

identifiable data (such as your name, email address,
etc.)” (with the label Other Info) as DC. The other major source
is related to poor semantics recognition where the model misclas-
sifies an actually irrelevant sentence containing target keywords
as relevant. For example, the model labels the sentence “Cookies
are files with small amount of data which may include
an anonymous unique identifier.” (with the label Other Info)
as AI. We will further discuss this in Section 6.

Answer to RQ1: The trained BERT model has shown the
best accuracy and robustness in annotating the privacy policy
texts, achieving a similar performance compared to the state-
of-the-art approaches. We will thus employ this model to
annotate the rest privacy policies from our dataset.

5.2 RQ2. State of Privacy Compliance
In this section, we systematically conduct the diagnostic privacy
compliance evaluation for extensions in our dataset. We focus on
the completeness of the user notification information in the privacy
policy, and the consistency between the privacy policy/PPS and the
actual extension practices.

5.2.1 State of Privacy Policy Compliance. The absence of a valid
privacy policy page/URL is directly deemed to be incompliant with
the privacy regulations. We thus filter the extensions in our dataset
by policy availability. To our great surprise, the vast majority of
them (i.e., 43,353 out of 64,114, or 67.6%) do not have one.

Among the remaining 20,761 extensions, we employ our clas-
sifier for the privacy policy text annotation. Based on the results,
we count the number of policies that present a particular category
of notification information, as shown in Figure 6(a). It is observed
that the data retention period is prone to be ignored by the service
providers, as only 44.7% of the policies include this information com-
pared with at least 88.3% for the other four categories. This could
indicate the prevalent excessive user data collection, especially pro-
longed or even indefinite data storage. To obtain an overview of the
privacy policy compliance state, we list the number of notification
information categories each extension contains, as shown in Fig-
ure 6(b). Note that there are 702 extensions with privacy policies
written in other languages, we follow the literature and mark them
as containing zero labels. From the result, we find only 44.1% (of
20,761) covers the complete notification categories, reflecting the
poor compliance of extension privacy policies versus GDPR.
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Figure 6: Notification Compliance by Notification Informa-
tion Category and Number of Notification Information Cate-
gories Covered in A privacy Policy

5.2.2 State of Privacy Practice Compliance. Despite having a pri-
vacy policy that is compliant with regulations, an extension’s actual
behaviors during runtime could still significantly deviate from the
policy declarations. This is mostly manifested in the data collection
practices, as discussed in Section 3.1. In this research question, we
target the following two aspects of data collection practice consis-
tency: 1) does an extension actually collect personal information; 2)
if it does, are the types of collected information the same as those
declared in the privacy policy?

We follow the method described in Section 3.3 to extract the
collection behaviors regarding the three types of user data from
API usage (listed in Table 4) and HTML files (listed in Table 5). By
comparing them with the set of labels annotated from the privacy
policy, we summarize the practice compliance status with respect
to each data type in Table 9. We further analyze the practice com-
pliance versus the notification information completeness in the
privacy policy, as shown in Figure 7. In particular, the status “Over
declare” means an extension declares to collect this type of user
data in its privacy policy but never does during runtime, and vice
versa. The status “Null” indicates the absence of both privacy policy
and data collection behavior for the data type.
Practice Compliance versus Privacy Policy. On a finer-grained
view in Figure 7, we observe no significant deviations in practice
compliance according to the number of notification information cat-
egories in the privacy policy. This suggests that the practice compli-
ance is independent of the privacy policy compliance. On a broader
view as shown in Table 9, we have identified a prevalent inconsis-
tency between the declared and the actual data collection practices,
with only 8.5% to 15.4% of the extension correctly following their
promises across the three data types. Meanwhile, extensions tend
to hide their data-related actions by declaring fewer types of data
accessed by them. For example, nearly 50% of the extensions collect
excessive device information. Similarly, around a quarter secretly
collect more personal information. It is also interesting to notice
some extensions over-declare their data collection practices. For
example, as many as 23.5% of the extensions falsely claim that they
collect user activity information. This is likely due to the deficiency
of privacy expertise among the developers.
Practice Compliance versus PPS. We reveal that the privacy-
preserving measures enforced by the Chrome Extension Store are
plausibly insufficient, as we observe a significant level of incon-
sistency between PPS and data collection practices. As shown in
Table 9, as low as 37% of the developers correctly declare the device
information that they collect. This reveals the absence of an efficient
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Table 9: Practice Compliance versus Data Types

Practice Compliance Status PI(Personal Info) AI(Activity Info) DI(Device Info)

Privacy policy

Over declare 9261 15097 1061
Correct declare 9884 5443 9144
Under declare 15939 3589 30090

Null 29030 39985 23819

PPS

Over declare 1159 2775 0
Correct declare 33162 44044 23803
Under declare 20996 6354 35722

Null 8797 10941 4589
Total 64114 64114 64114

diagnostic mechanism to validate the declared information from
the developers versus the runtime characteristics of the extensions.
Validity Analysis of Practice Compliance Results. Considering
that errors could be introduced during both privacy declaration
and practice analysis, we further conduct a validity analysis on the
reported results. To this end, we assemble two validation datasets
V1 and V2 for privacy policy and PPS respectively, containing
50 randomly sampled extensions from over, correctly and under
declared categories (i.e., each dataset contains 150 extensions). We
conduct a manual examination of all the extensions in the two
datasets to identify incorrectly reported cases. Considering the
similar nature between the three information labels, we simply use
PI for demonstration.
• For privacy policy analysis, the results are related to the
language model annotation accuracy. We observe an overall
accuracy of 90.3%, with 14 (8 and 6 in the over and correctly
declared categories respectively) false positives and 2 (cor-
rectly declared category) false negatives. The error comes
from the wrong handling of negated sentiment, as men-
tioned in Section 5.1. The higher occurrence of prediction
error is related to the relatively longer policy texts among
over-declared extensions, and vice versa.
• For PPS analysis, we found no false positives/negatives as
the mapping from the data types to labels is deterministic.
• For practice analysis, the only possible cause of false nega-
tives is dynamic analysis (i.e., deterministic but incomplete).
We find that all the extensions in V1 and V2 will collect the
user information from shallow layers of UIs (i.e., depth less
than 2), as detailed in Section 3.3.4. Therefore, our dynamic
analysis will capture the data collection practices if any. For
extensions in general, we also study the UI complexity to
confirm the effectiveness of our dynamic analysis. Among
the 64,114 extensions, only 18,915 extensions have UIs, out of
which 3,243 have deep layer interfaces (i.e., depth 3 or more).
By randomly sampling 30 extensions from them, we manu-
ally confirm none of them collect user data from deep layers.
Therefore, our dynamic analysis retains high effectiveness.

Answer to RQ2: Through our analysis, we observe the
low compliance in both privacy policy and actual practices
among extensions. Overall, there are 14.3% of extensions fully
compliant with the notification completeness in the privacy
policy, and 8.5% of extensions compliant with the declared
data collection practices. We also reveal the ineffectiveness
of the PPS enforced by the Chrome Extension Store, given its
significant level of inconsistency against the actual practices.
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Figure 7: Practice Compliance vs. Policy Notification

5.3 RQ3.Characteristics of Extension Privacy
(In)Compliance

To facilitate the implementation of a diagnostic system for extension
privacy compliance, we seek to identify and examine the policy-
based and code-based features that can link an extension to privacy
compliance/incompliance. Based on them, we further propose a
privacy compliance index to assist the understanding and interpre-
tation of the relevant features. Using this index as a simplified and
complementary version of our privacy compliance violation detec-
tion approach, the extension users, developers and store operators
can quickly flag suspicious ones without an in-depth analysis.

5.3.1 Feature Relevance. We first assemble a benchmark set of
extensions, and then discuss the relevance of each feature.
Benchmark Extension Sets. We randomly sample 300 extensions
with fully compliant privacy policies and practices from our eval-
uation in RQ2. As a comparison group, we also randomly sample
300 extensions that are only partially compliant in the two aspects.
Evaluating the Feature Relevance. We aim to identify features
that are indicative of the high-quality development lifecycle of an
extension, which may further correlate with better privacy compli-
ance. For this purpose, we propose 7 features spanning four aspects,
including metadata of user-oriented statistics, policy quality, func-
tional complexity and practice declarations, as shown in Table 10.
Considering the quantitative nature of the features, we first deter-
mine their thresholds that yield the highest relevance to privacy
compliance. For this purpose, we calculate the Odds Ratio [13] of
each feature between two benchmark extension sets using various
threshold values, and adopt those with the highest Odds Ratio val-
ues. Note that a value greater than 1 indicates that the feature is
positively correlated to privacy compliance, and a value between 0
and 1 indicates otherwise. Then, we compare the feature relevance,
as shown in Table 10.

We observe distinct patterns for the features relevant to policy
and practice compliance respectively. As shown in Table 10, al-
most all features are positively correlated to privacy compliance,
except the number of UI button feature for practice compliance
(Odds Ratio=0.795). The policy compliance is most relevant to the
policy length (Odd Ratio=109.4) where a longer text has a higher
probability of comprehensively covering the required notification
information. In comparison, practice compliance has stronger rele-
vance to the user-based and code-based features, such as the number
of requested permissions from the source code (Odds Ratio=30.25)
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Table 10: Odd Ratio Values of Extension Characteristics

Compliance Type
Feature Summary

Extension Metadata Policy Extension Source Code Platform (PPS)
Download No.>10,000 Rating Score>4.5 Sentence No.>75 Permission No.>2 API No.>20 UI Buttons No.>10 Practice No.>3

Policy Compliance 1.030 1.000 109.4 1.927 1.224 1.104 2.514
Practice Compliance 2.119 2.130 2.283 30.25 1.944 0.795 17.17
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Figure 8: Compliance Index Distribution

and the number of declared data-related practices on PPS (Odds Ra-
tio=17.17). Intuitively, the more permissions requested or practices
declared by an extension, the better its developer understands the
runtime practices. This will further render it less likely to conduct
excessive data collection behavior inadvertently.

5.3.2 Compliance Index. Based on the feature relevance informa-
tion, we further propose an index to measure the likelihood of an
extension being privacy compliant/incompliant in its policy and
practices respectively. To do so, we assign an index value to each
feature listed in Table 10, which is given by its normalized Odds
Ratio value. For example, if a privacy policy has more than 75
sentences, we assign the normalized values 1 (i.e., calculated by
109.4/109.4) and 0.075 (i.e., calculated by 2.283/30.25) to its policy
and practice compliance indexes respectively. In the other case, if
the feature is not satisfied (i.e., a privacy policy has less than or
equal to 75 sentences), we will assign the negative normalized Odds
Ratio values to the feature indexes (i.e., -1 and -0.075 respectively).
The intuition is to place heavier penalties on features that have a
higher correlation to privacy compliance. The overall compliance
index value is derived by the sum of all feature index values.

To further determine its effectiveness in gauging privacy com-
pliance, we randomly select another dataset containing 400 non-
overlapping extensions included in the benchmark extension set
for an unbiased evaluation. Among the 400 extensions, we have
100 policy compliant/incompliant extensions separately, and 100
practice complaint/incompliant extensions separately. According
to our definition, the index value range is [-14,14]. However, we
have found all the compliance indexes of the 400 extensions fall in
the range of [-2,2], as shown in Figure 8. We observe that a negative
index value is strongly indicating privacy incompliance, with over
90% accuracy. To confirm its effectiveness, we randomly selected
40 extensions with negative index values, and identify 37 (92.5%)
of them are privacy incompliant. Meanwhile, a positive index is
less indicative as the simple index is less capable of reflecting the
satisfaction of a set of sophisticated requirements.

Answer to RQ3: We have identified three features highly
relevant to privacy compliance, including the number of sen-
tences in a privacy policy (policy compliance), the number
of requested permissions (practice compliance) and the num-
ber of declared privacy practices (practice compliance). Based
on the features, we have proposed a privacy compliance in-
dex that shows over 90% accuracy for identifying incompliant
extensions.

6 DISCUSSIONS
6.1 Implications
Our findings reveal the prevalent weak/partial privacy compliance
in the browser extension ecosystem, which is further linked to the
user’s increasingly-concerned issue of personal data abuse. This
privacy compliance insufficiency sheds light on the necessity to
implement an end-to-end diagnostic system proposed in this work.

First, effectively understanding the privacy regulations written
in natural language has been a barrier for average users without
law-related expertise. It is thus desirable to construct an NLP model
to facilitate the privacy policy interpretation, which is capable of au-
tomatically checking the completeness of the information required
by the privacy regulations and articulating the data collected/ac-
cessed by the service providers.

Second, the lack of privacy-specific domain knowledge among
developers could easily lead to extension practices significantly
deviating from those declared in the privacy policy. Considering
such deviations commonly involve data handling without user
consent, it is imperative for the extension platforms to develop tools
for effectively detecting such inconsistencies. It is also critical to
design and implement privacy vetting processes, instead of simply
relying on declarations made by developers.

6.2 Limitations and Threats to Validity
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that systemati-
cally studies the status quo of the privacy compliance of browser
extensions at scale. However, there are a few threats to validity that
should be further investigated in future works.
Threats to Internal Validity. First, the automatic privacy policy
annotation using NLP models inevitably causes inaccuracies, simi-
lar to other image-based models [46, 47]. As noted in Section 5.1,
we have identified two main types of misclassifications. Consid-
ering our approach aims to warn the extension developers and
store operators of the possible privacy compliance violations, a
manual inspection is still required to confirm the actual violations.
Second, the dynamic analysis is incomplete. For efficiency, we only
traverse through the first two layers of an extension’s UIs. This
strategy excludes the HTML files that might be generated by the
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more sophisticated deeper-layer elements during runtime. Consid-
ering the relatively simple structure of the extensions, our method
still retains fidelity as most of the elements related to user data
collection/access are located on the superficial layer we target. This
is confirmed by our validity analysis in Section 5.2.2.
Threats to External Validity. First, our current approach is only
directly applicable to the requirements of GDPR. However, we also
note its potential to be adapted for checking the privacy compli-
ance requirements from other regulations such as CCPA and LGPD.
Specifically, a regulation-specific corpus should be created and the
personal data labels should be calibrated accordingly. The method-
ology for conducting policy and practice compliance analysis can
be reused. Second, our method is limited to checking the practice
compliance locally based on the extension source code (e.g., data
collection). Analyzing the data management practices (e.g., data
retention, data subject rights) on the service provider side remains
challenging due to the lack of a verifiable framework in the current
extension ecosystem. For example, a user can request a service
provider to delete his/her profile. However, this user is unable to
verify if all the stored information is indeed deleted on the server
end. For future work toward a more privacy-compliant environ-
ment, a framework similar to a Single Sign-on scheme is desirable
where the user is capable of revoking and modifying the previous
data consent to a trusted data management entity.

7 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review the efforts in the literature towards an-
alyzing the compliance of privacy policies and privacy practices
from user-oriented applications. Our work is part of the efforts
towards fostering the secure- and privacy-preserving environment
for application users, complementing previous efforts [25, 42, 43]
in the literature.

7.1 Analysis of Privacy Policy
The related analyses aim to propose approaches to facilitate the
automatic annotation and quality evaluation of privacy policies (i.e.,
the information comprehensiveness versus privacy regulations).
Privacy Policy Corpora. Several corpora have been constructed
for the automatic annotation task [19, 27, 32, 36, 45]. More recently,
Zimmeck et al. [51] construct the APP-350 corpus targeting the
privacy policies of mobile applications. Liu et al. [24] create a corpus
containing sentences from 304 policies to facilitate the detection of
compliance issues from privacy policies against GDPR Article 13.
Privacy Policy Annotation. There are a few contributions to-
wards automatic policy annotations [23, 26]. Harkous et al. [17]
propose a framework named Polisis to automatically annotate the
previously unseen privacy policies with both high-level and fine-
grained details. Sarne et al. [31] propose a framework for modeling
and annotating the topics of privacy policies using unsupervised
learning techniques.
Privacy Policy Quality Evaluations. Several works have studied
the privacy policy quality [35, 48]. More recently, Linden et al. [21]
conduct a large-scale study to compare the quality of over 6k privacy
policies, before and after the enforcement of GDPR. Liao et al. [20]
investigate the privacy policy effectiveness of voice applications
on two major platforms.

In our work, we construct the corpus PrivAud-100 to enable a
comprehensive annotation of the privacy policy sentences, cov-
ering GDPR regulation requirements and fine-grained data types
collected during runtime. We also compare with corpora [24, 51].

7.2 Analysis of Privacy Policy Compliance
Since the enforcement of privacy regulations over the past years,
many works [3, 6, 18, 28, 30, 38, 39] have targeted compliance check-
ing against them. Among existing works, Fan et al. [12] propose a
similar system to systematically check the GDPR requirements and
the corresponding data practices implemented by mobile health
applications. In comparison, we target more general and compre-
hensive types of browser extensions, and wider aspects of privacy.

7.3 Analysis of Privacy Practice Compliance
In addition to policy compliance analysis, there are several stud-
ies focusing on the inconsistencies between applications’ privacy
practices and their privacy policies [2, 34, 44]. To mitigate the issue,
Yu et al. [49] design and implement a system named AutoPPG to
automatically generate the privacy policy of an application, which
ensures high compliance between the application’s actual prac-
tice and the generated policy. For a similar purpose, Zimmeck et
al. [50] develop PrivacyFlash Pro to generate privacy policies for
iOS applications with high reliability and usability.

Compared to the existing studies, our work considers more com-
prehensive practice compliance by considering both privacy policy
and privacy regulations. We focus on browser extensions while
most prior works focus on mobile applications.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose an end-to-end diagnostic approach for
privacy compliance violations among browser extensions, check-
ing the privacy policy versus GDPR requirements and the actual
privacy practices. We utilize state-of-the-art language processing
models to analyze the policy texts and a hybrid analysis to analyze
the extension source code. To evaluate our approach, we have as-
sembled a large-scale dataset containing 64,114 browser extensions,
and have identified only 8% are fully privacy compliant. To the best
of our knowledge, this work is the first comprehensive study on the
status quo of privacy compliance among browser extensions. Our
work should raise an alert to the extension users, service providers,
and platform operators, and would encourage solutions toward
better privacy compliance in the community.
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